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The Nobel Prize: Immigrants in Excellence
Introduction
The Nobel Prize is one reminder of how the United States excels in one aspect
of the global arena. From 1901-2013, of all the countries in the world, the United
States, at 42.4%, received the highest proportion of Nobel Prizes. Moreover,
30.7% of these U.S. awarded Nobel Prizes were garnered by persons who
immigrated to the United States. As a result of this finding, the Institute for
Immigration Research notes the need for a greater recognition of the
contribution of those who have immigrated to the United States; much scientific
and scholarly innovation has come from their hands and appropriate honors
should be directed toward their influence on U.S. preeminence in this area.

From 1901-2013, of
all the countries in
the world, the United

As mentioned above, when considering all the Nobel Prizes from 1901 to 2013,
42.4% of these prizes were awarded to people in the United States. Clustering
these prizes by decade, as shown in Figure 1, below, we see how the share of
prizes received by persons in the United States noticeably rises in the 1940s;
this rise continues into the 21st century.
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Figure 1 - Share of All Nobel Prizes by Decade
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Source: Data of Nobel Prize Laureates compiled by the Institute for Immigration Research from publicly available
data. Also see www.nobelprize.org

However, when we investigate the proportion of Nobel Laureates from the
United States who are foreign-born, something of a different story emerges.
From 1901 to 2013, 30.7% of the U.S. Nobel Laureates were born outside of the
U.S. (though in comparison, from 2007-2011, 12.8% of the general U.S.
population was foreign-born).1 Additionally, starting in the 1940s, a sizable leap
of foreign-born U.S. Laureates—35.0%—can be noted. See Figure 2 below. At
the time—the 1940s—less than nine percent of the general population was
foreign-born.2
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Figure 2 - Percentage Share of All Nobel Prizes by
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Source: Data of Nobel Prize Laureates compiled by the Institute for Immigration Research from publicly available data. Also
see www.nobelprize.org

As can be seen in Figure 3 below, though there are countries that are more
“dominant” as places of birth for the foreign-born Laureate in the U.S., there is
also a broad distribution of immigrant origins. There are many starting points in a
Laureate’s journey to the United States.3
Figure 3 - Top 15 Places of Birth for Foreign-born Laureates in the U.S.
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Source: Data of Nobel Prize Laureates compiled by the Institute for Immigration Research from publicly available
data. Also see www.nobelprize.org
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Faces of Laureates
Though the immigration of many world-class scientists to the United States has
been facilitated by pre-existing professional credentials, there are also telling
exceptions (see below).4 These Laureates immigrated when they were young
and emphasize the importance of fostering the young immigrants among us.
In 1904, Isaac Bashevis Singer was born into the poor, overcrowded Jewish quarter of Warsaw,
Poland. Early on he was attracted to stories and reading and his older brother influenced his journalistic pursuits. In 1935, he fled the Nazi threat in Poland and came to the United States. His first
major novel, The Family Moskat, was published in 1950. He also wrote many acclaimed short stories and, in 1961, The Spinoza of Market Street. After becoming a prominent figure in literature, he
won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978.

Daniel Tsui, born in 1939, was raised in a poor farming village in central China. Though his parents
were illiterate, they resolved that Daniel would be educated. Through his local Lutheran church,
Daniel was awarded a scholarship to Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois. He was the only
Chinese immigrant in his class. He pursued graduate studies at the University of Chicago and, in
1998, won the Nobel Prize in Physics for research leading to the discovery of the "fractional Hall
effect," which contributed greatly to understanding the behavior of matter.

Compared to the
native-born, foreignborn scientists and

engineers are over-

Photo: Ulla Montan

Mario Capecchi, born in Italy in 1941, was thought to be orphaned when Nazi soldiers arrested his
mother and sent her to a concentration camp. His mother survived and years later, after a long
desperate search, she found Mario, weak and malnourished, in an Italian hospital. In 1946, with
assistance from his uncle, Mario and his mother came to the United States. In 2007, with Sir Martin
Evan and Oliver Smithie, he jointly won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his contribution to the discovery of principles for introducing specific gene modifications in mice by the use of
embryonic stem cells.5

represented among

Prize Distribution

Nobel Laureates in

The distribution of the prize types between the native-born U.S. Laureates and
the foreign-born is depicted below in Figure 4. As can be seen, the U.S. foreignborn Laureates are oriented more toward the sciences and have received a
greater proportional share of the prizes in economics, physics, and physiology
or medicine. As of 2013, there have been a total of 114 U.S. foreign-born
Laureates.

the United States.

Figure 4 – Prize Distribution in the United States, 1901-2013

Source: Data of Nobel Prize Laureates compiled by the Institute for Immigration Research from publicly available data.
Also see www.nobelprize.org
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A more detailed analysis of the Nobel Prize distribution in the U.S. may be seen
in Table 1 below. The highest U.S. foreign-born concentration is 36.4% in the
Literature category, followed by Physiology or Medicine and Physics with 34.3%
and 34.0% respectively.
Table 1 - Percentage of US Foreign-born by Prize Category, 1901-2013
Prize Category
Chemistry
Economics
Literature
Peace
Physics
Physiology or Medicine
Totals

US Born US Foreign-born
47
24
38
15
7
4
25
2
63
33
67
36
247
114

Totals
73
58
11
27
97
105
371

% Foreign-born
32.9%
25.9%
36.4%
7.4%
34.0%
34.3%
30.7%

University, as a
single institution, has
had the greatest
share of recipients

Affiliated Institutions
When analyzing all the Nobel Laureates in the world, regardless of place of
residence, we find that more recipients (at the time of their award) are affiliated
with Harvard than any other university. Since 1901, Harvard University, as a
single institution, has had the greatest share of recipients with 34; the nearest
“contenders” are Stanford with 20 and Chicago with 19 (see Table 2 below).
Though nearly all of the Top Ten affiliated institutions are in the United States, a
sizeable portion of the specific honorees are foreign-born. Harvard “owes”
32.4% of its Nobel honors to foreign-born scholars, UC-Berkeley, 33.3%, and
Princeton and Columbia, 41.7% and 56.3% respectively. Additionally, among
these affiliated institutions only two of the Top Ten are not in the U.S.—the
University of Cambridge in the UK and the Max Planck Institutes in Germany.
Interestingly, both the University of Cambridge and the Max Planck Institutes
have the lowest levels of foreign-born recipients with 17.6% and 8.3%
respectively.
Table 2 – Top Ten Affiliated Institutions & Percentage of Foreign-born
Laureates, 1901-2013
Rank University, (Country)

Since 1901, Harvard

Total Prizes % Foreign-born

1

Harvard University, USA

34

32.4%

2

Stanford University, USA

20

25.0%

3

University of Chicago, USA

19

26.3%

4

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA

18

27.8%

4

UC Berkeley, USA

18

33.3%

6

Rockefeller University, USA

17

29.4%

6

University of Cambridge, UK

17

17.6%

8

California Institute of Technology, USA

16

25.0%

9

Columbia University, USA

16

56.3%

10

Princeton University, USA

12

41.7%

10

Max Planck Institutes, Germany

12

8.3%
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Top Departments
With the hypothesis that these top affiliated institutions may be a training ground
for future Laureates, we analyzed some of their Noble Prize related
departments. In 2013, of the full-time tenured and tenure-track faculty in
Harvard’s Economics Department, we find that over 40% are foreign-born and
Harvard’s Physics Department is over 44%. Stanford’s Economics Department
stands at over 40% foreign-born, MIT Economics at 50%, and Princeton
Economics over 60%. Our analysis of these top departments is only beginning,
but early results are telling: foreign-born scholars are strong contributors to the
academic prowess of these institutions. For more information on specific Nobel
Prize winners while affiliated with these “top institutions” see Table 3 in the
Appendix.

This research

Conclusion

strongly suggests

Reviewing the history of the Nobel Prize, there is an historical pattern of
immigrant contribution in the United States, at both the individual and
institutional level, and this pattern proves to be quite persistent. In 2013, there
were thirteen Nobel Prizes awarded: nine recipients were affiliated with
institutions in the United States and four of these nine were persons who had
immigrated. Though it is difficult to attribute a monetary value to this pattern of
contribution (these efforts and discoveries come in the form of prizes, scientific
innovations, and both individual and institutional honors and international
recognition), they are certainly sizeable and it could be argued that the United
States might not have its current global academic standing without these
contributions. Is there something about the United States or immigration that
produces excellence? Are Nobel Prize winners born or formed? Is there a
dynamic between innate qualities and institutional contexts? These are old
arguments which cannot be concluded here. However, this research strongly
suggests that U.S. dominance in scientific and scholarly innovation would not be
what it is today without the contributions of foreign-born scholars.

that U.S. dominance
in scientific and
scholarly innovation
would not be what it
is today without the
contributions

garnered from those
who are foreign-born.

Notes
1. U.S. Census Bureau, USA QuickFacts. Retrieved October 22, 2013. http://
quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/00000.html
2. U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division. Retrieved October 22, 2013.
http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0029/tab13.html
3. Note that over the 100 years of Nobel Prize history, some country borders
have moved, e.g., people who may have been born in Russia or Germany in
the past might not be from these same countries today.
4. The thumbnail photographs of Isaac Bashevis Singer and Daniel Tsui are
used under the provisions of section 107 (fair use doctrine) of Title 17
U.S.C.
5. Photo of Mario Capecchi courtesy © The Nobel Foundation.
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Table 3 – Top Institutions of Nobel Laureate Affiliation and
Corresponding Web Sites.
University, (Country)

Web Site

Harvard University, USA

http://www.harvard.edu/nobel-laureates

Stanford University, USA

http://news.stanford.edu/nobel/

University of Chicago, USA

http://www.uchicago.edu/about/accolades/22/

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
USA

http://web.mit.edu/ir/pop/awards/nobel.html

UC Berkeley, USA

http://www.berkeley.edu/news/features/nobel/

about the United

Rockefeller University, USA

http://www.rockefeller.edu/about/awards/nobel/

States or immigration

University of Cambridge, UK

http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/research-atcambridge/nobel-prize-winners

California Institute of Technology, USA

http://nobel.caltech.edu/

Columbia University, USA

http://www.columbia.edu/content/nobellaureates.html

Princeton University, USA

http://www.princeton.edu/main/about/facts/nobel/

Max Planck Institutes, Germany

http://www.mpg.de/188501/Nobel_Prize

Is there something

that produces
excellence?

Are Nobel Prize
Note: For electronic access to this brief and our NobelPrize.xls data spreadsheet
visit the research portion of our website at http://iir.gmu.edu/research and select
the link for the Immigrant Nobel Prize Laureates.

winners born or
formed?

Is there a dynamic
between innate
qualities and
Institutional contexts?
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